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Mommy has a headache and needs to rest, so Caillou must look after his little sister. But Rosie

begins crying and wakes Mommy up! It's not always easy being the big brother.This book includes a

Good Habits Calendar that encourages children to develop good habits.
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Caillou and Rosie are having fun playing together very nicely until their mom asks them to stop

playing with a loud toy b/c she apparently has a headache. So she asks Caillou to keep an eye on

Rosie (which he is too young to effectively do btw)while she rests and gives them pen & paper to

"quietly" draw with. Well, most of us parents know what is going to happen in this scenario that their

mom set up! Long story short, the kids end up making too much noise which disturbs their mom.

Mom gets up & immediately puts Rosie down for her nap and has Caillou clean up their mess. As a

parent, I kept thinking why didn't the mom just wait until Rosie's nap time and Caillou's quite time to

take some Advil and lay down herself...duh?!

Where do I begin?First, mommy comes in and yells and the kids to be quiet after using a toy that,

presumably, she bought them. Yeah, it's loud and obnoxious, but if you hate it, then take it away, or



put in some earplugs, But, I can read between the lines here. Shhhh..... "mommy's got a

hangover."So, mommy goes to sleep it off and asks her 4 year old to watch the 2 year old. Wha?

Yeah. Not surprisingly, Caillou isn't really paying attention to her, and Rosie wanders off to go play

in traffic or something. Luckily, Rosie doesn't quite get that far and makes it to over to the wall and

starts drawing on the wall. Then there's a scuffle between Rosie and Caillou as he tries to take the

crayon from her, by force. Everyone cries.Meanwhile, Mommy's hangover hasn't gotten any better,

so she comes in, agitated, and yells at Caillou for being a terrible 4 year old babysitter. She then

does what should should have and puts Rosie down for a nap. This is about the only responsible

thing she does in the whole story.Caillou then sits there confused and crying. Then Caillou has to

clean the drawing off the wall.Then they all hug and pretend to be a happy family.I seriously can't

read this story with a straight face. My 3 year old likes it, but it's such a downer of a book.

My child loved this book and I selected it because the drawings match the cartoon on TV (not all of

the Caillou books resemble the show on TV.)

As always Caillou wants to help, but isn't quit big enough. My grandaughter loves it!
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